SUPPLEMENTAL REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS II
Office of the City Clerk
City Council of the City of Napa
Regular Meeting
December 7, 2021
FOR THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NAPA:
AFTERNOON SESSION:
4. PUBLIC COMMENT:
1) Written communication from Tracey Nauright received on December 7, 2021.

^^^ ^-c^/^t
Hello, my name is Tracey Nauright and I moved downtown right by Fuller Park in the beginning of
October. I'm here today because I am very concerned, and quite frankly terrified, about the insane
speeding up and down both Laurel and Jefferson Streets, and also the ridiculous amount of
drivers who don't stop at our intersection.

Being new to the neighborhood, I joined NextDoor. I saw post after post of people complaining
about the driving situation. Being a mother of two grown daughters - I learned early on in my
mommying career that if you want something done, you have to actually speak up and do
something about it, versus just talk amongst your friends over coffee or wine. So, I jumped in head
first and put up a post suggesting that us locals have to do something about it versus complain
here, and was blown away by the responses. I've printed them out for you tonight for your reading
pleasure, or kindling. You pick.

It seems that a lot of people aren't big on speaking publicly, so...if you are here tonight in support

our coming together to fix this problem... can you please raise your hand?

I work out of my home. My Office and Living Room windows face Laurel Street. All day and all
night long, I hear cars whirring past my house at crazy speeds... engines revving, gears shifting - it
sounds more like Sear's point vs. a quaint Napa Valley residential neighborhood.
The intersection by my house is very, very concerning. I stand outside at different times of the day,
and watch cars literally roll through the stop signs over and over again. Multiple times a day I hear
people honking their horns at that intersection, very often followed by screaming and very colorful
language. From what I remember learning in Driver's Ed a million years ago, those red octagonal
things on the posts on street corners mean stop - please correct me if this information is out
dated.

I have to add that I'm very concerned for the safety of the lovely 94 year old woman who lives on
this corner with her adult handicapped son. My heart stops every time I hear someone honk or
scream and pray no one has been hurt.

When I saw this message on our NextDoor discussion, I knew I had to share it with you, as this is a
little too close to home, as in literally MY home.
Carolyn Passmore, Old Town - 23 Nov

"Two broken arms and stitches in face as two weeks ago I was run down in crosswalk at Laurel and
Jefferson. Hit and run. I'm 80. 5:45 pm leaving Fuller Park. I'm alive with brain, great family and
friends. Many blessings."

Thank goodness Carolyn was able to walk away from this.

Please, City Council, I beg you, please can we work together to find a solution for this before
someone gets killed?

Thank you so very much for your time. If you need a citizen volunteer to help work through this
with you to help figure out a solution and support your efforts, my contact information is in the
packet I am giving you.
With the warmest of regards,
Tracey Nauright

NextDoor Post #1
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Nadine Doey • Oi-i Tmm •'•

Tracey Nauright
G;;; ;i-— . .;1i^/.

What about offering to have the community pay for camera enforcement till
the fines cover the cost? Possibly rotating them around town.
hKp:,'/w<'fW.pedb;kesafe.org,'pedsafe/cGuntermeasures_detai!.cfm?
CM_NUM=-63 ;&(iited)

Crazy Drivers. I just moved to the Fuller Park area, and I am absolutely blown
away by how fast people are driving, and how people just blow through the stop
signs... I am seeing so many posts about this, and I'm wondering if there have
been any actual complaints made to the city about what's going on here? Is
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there a group in our neighborhood facilitating something like this? If not, perhaps

Maureen Triple • 0;;j Toi';,; •••

we can... These people are crazy"!

Nadine,
How about the Speed Camera Lottery they do in Sweden? Speed
cameras identify over the limit and fines go into a poll. If you're
driving at or below the speed limit, you get entered into the lottery
....all of the fine money :) if you Google for speeding solutions and

UPDATE: I reached out to someone I (kind of) know on the council to find out

about getting on the agenda, she in turn, sent our safety concerns to the Police
Chief, Jennifer Gonzales who (wait for it) called me! There is a shortage of traffic
cops right now but she's trying to hire more, but they're for all of Napa, vs.
specific areas. I did mention Carolyn Passmore's story and she sounded
surprised, and said she'd look into it. The one tidbit that I did take away was that

ideas, there's some great stuff out there!
24 Nov

apparently the Red Light Camera program was taken away by a previous City

^

Council. This covers the flashing crosswalks like they have in front of Brown's
Valley Market. Apparently this program is completely self-funded by tickets for
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traffic violations! i wonder if this isn't the avenue we try to take to bring back, as

I know this comment will frustrate some, but is we had cameras around town
this is the type of identification we could have.

it's a new Council?
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Speeding on West Park Avenue. The school is on this street. I think the
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incentivized to apply fines even if there is no infraction. It's a crooked system
that only hurts the community and erodes faith in local governinent. Not to

oosisi! in Safety to Anyone
v9W- 33Meiai)bu:?
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Mario Motina • N£!:^ ^o:ih •••

The speed and red light cameras we used to have were honestly illegal. All
of these systems are supplied by outside contractors and the city is

Fuller Park • Southwest Napa, Napa, CA

•y Ljks

mothers that drop their kids off are in a car race to get home or to work. Lots
of dog walkers and children go down this street. Also teenage or young men
think this is a drag strip! We need slow down bumps on road!

(^> Share

'< Repost

mention that here in our lovely city you have to pay all fines up front before
you can even have your day in court for proper arbitration.
I agree that people need to slow down but automated ticketing is not the
answer.

j[tj:''^ John graham • Scy'ti!w"';t i'iapci •••

Every time i have almost been hit, it has been an adult usually in an SUV,

^^ I totally agree" The immaturity of drivers that for some reason have felt that

looking at their phone. Or simply not bothering to look before a Lane
change, making a left turn from the far right lane etc. All basic things that we
are supposed to have learned to do in drivers Ed and when getting our
licenses. Everyone thinks they are the special exception to the rule. None of
us is.
Drive cautiously and keep your head on a swivel. Assume everyone else on
the road is trying to kill you and that they don't know you are there and it will

the gas pedal gives them some sort of power. Total disregard for persons to
include small children and animals. Effing grow up!!!
2'! Nov l.ik.: K;;:>iv y"a'-e 4,» 9
Macie Askins '
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Its everywhere in this town! Coombs street is treated like a drag strip. The
other morning I was waiting to cross and here comes a White Tesla flying
hadto be 45 at least!

22 Nov Sad •...;.;;, -1 .;. V A 10
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I'd you think everyone else drives like an a hole, odds are tlie a hole is you.
(•rfi (edited)
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Marsha Oorgan • Scutheax; v;.iisg<; >••

I used to live across from the library, that makes me so sad.
22 No" Like Reply Share

save you a lot of trouble.
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Tracey Nauright • Oi" T';^/'

Please come to the meeting and show your support! Also please
share with your neighbors, the more that show up the better!
22 Nov Like Reply ?.!".,. *t • 3

Wow! Do you actually mean that? I lost a child. I would never wish that
heartbreak on anyone.
27 Me./ Like Reply Sliare
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Maureen Triple • Qi-.: 'fcw" •••

Jaztnin Tapia • ;:'Kuc.i- •••

I will do my best to be at the meeting. This has got way out of control and it
makes me sad for the people who have unfortunately died while crossing the
freakin street! I am definitely more aware and slow down at night because it

Tracey,

Hi! When and where is the meeting and who's getting it organized? Thanks!"
Maureen
23 twv :.ik;. R,:.iii.' •;i;^r-

is dark and sometimes people pop out of nowhere. ;"rii^:;d;
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I am willing to stand up and speak! The speeding on East Ave is deplorable!
It's especially bad in front of the school from 7:50 am-8:05 when kids are
being dropped off. People have no patience and no regard for the safety of
oiir children. It is very upsetting. A mother flew through the crosswalk one

morning so her kids wouldn't be late I'm sure, while I was in The middle of it
with my son! Needless to say, we got into a shouting match in front of the
school because she couldn't believe I would take a picture of her car to
show the principal! I can't believe the behavior of adults! Not teenagers,
parents of children! (eciitoi:!;
•)tV :.i:.^ K...c!y Si.a.^:^ <r»2
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G street from Ca Blvd to Yahome is a speed way.
23 Nov
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Jazmin Tapia • Q:t;?^.y
Brown and Yount, as well as Main Street.
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Veronica Jessup • S. .to.'" s

Main is a major thorough way to downtown and my neighborhood.
People are so disrespectful. Not only speeding but my cars have
endured so much damage over the years; back windows shot out by
BB gun, baseball bats taken to my car for gang initiation (per police),
car side swipe, hit by a drunk driver while parked (almost a full car

total missed by $200), a full car total by a girl texting, and just an
accident from some older gentleman who was confused but driving
and randomly hit one of it cars, wiper blades ripped off, a knife taken

through the top of our convertible. So far we're lucky none of our
family has been hit physically but we are always on alert. .*• '.^
24 No" Lite .-:'"]v l~;^,r.: »• 1
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Cynthia Villegas • ;!;-; ;;;-

Thank you Robert Francis for the date, time and PLACE of the meeting!

1.8iiani Lucas •

Mauresn Maloney • :iuiK.,e::lii \li];;:ii.;a
Really bad as well on Firefly. I know people use this street to avoid Trancas,

but I have to say a Hail Mary every time I go to back out of my driveway, for
fear I will be smashed into from some fool flying around the corner from Wild
Rye.
2A Kov : '^.' Rrply Share f 2
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Robert O'Malley • ;;,,:;-ii.; a,,

I've lived for quite a while in a small cul-de-sac off Soscol between Lincoln &
Pueblo, which had for some time been a long, several-block straightaway

with motor-gunning & reckless speeding.
Some kid even lost control of his car one night last yearnand mowed down
some trees & a fence on our property (yes, he lived.)
Over the past couple of years, the road surface had deteriorated somewhat
and the volume of speeders had decreased (somewhat).
However, now that Ihe resurfacing of Soscol is nearly complete, I've already
seen that the new repavement has invited these knuckleheads to amp it up
again. Thought I'd really welcome this improvement, but now realize it's a
mixed blessing.
Glad that ambulances once again have a smoother route to the Queen now
—and I do believe that there's some validity in the argument that there's a
shortage of traffic cops in the city—but, in my 17+yrs here, I've never seen
anyone pulled over along this route. Not one.
23 Nov !;k- .\^.v •,:.;•;. »1
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Rusty Cohn • i>:l;;"f.;£ ;'. S;'.,,r'l";: •••

As someone who grew up in the Berkeley/Atbany area I can tell you traffic
enforcement laws change drivers behavior. I visit the Berkeley/Albany area
on a regular basis and when walking I find cars there are much more likely to
stop for pedestrians than in Napa. Drivers are aware that they can and will
get tickets for failure to stop for pedestrians and other traffic violations.
rarely see cars pulled over in Napa for traffic violations. Hit and runs seem
way to common these days. Time to stop this bs.
23 MQV ;.;!• ;.. ! .,.:..!. »•» 6
Maureen Triple • '
Rusty,

Great post. Do you know how they were able to bring about these changes?
Would love to talk with folks who have experience influencing policy. Thanks
so much!!
23 No" :/'^'
Robert Sachs•

It's not always speeding or other inconsiderate behavior. Rather, it's just as
often poorjudginent. I was witness to an accident last night at Solano and
Trower. The driver in front of me turned left from southbound Solano onto

Salvador is horrible
;'.-i No'; t.ike Reply Share

23 Nov :^:;.
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Trower right in front of an oncoming car. She was Tsected on the passenger
side. She told me she was sure the other car had a red light going north.
Not quite. Interestingly the other car, though clearly not at fault, fled the
scene.

23 Nov ..'::-:• ;is,,]:, .:, ^ . ^1
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^^w^ Robin Eilison E O'-io'f^i A;*^ he^u^^ •••
Joyce Stayert • Soiith Corrif;' •••

Wvii'/.slo'ndcnvnnapa-com, we are working on this as best we can with the

city and we just printed our first batch of yard signs. We encourage ail of you
to send in an email on our website so we can keep yoii updated on progress
and enlist your help and support, it's a city wide problem and we must get
the city council to make this a top priority. Strength in numbers!

As what happened 2 weeks ago with a resident— run down in a crosswalk at
Laurel and Jefferson— what else is going on that we never hear about?
23 Nov \:.i:'- -ici.iy Sliars
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2h' Joyce Stavert • i.;o',itl'i C^!'n'-; •••
Yard sign

That's my intersection... hence this post. Please come to the meeting
and share your experience!!! Bring everyone you can!!!
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Tracey Nauright
Do you want one of the new Slow Down Napa yard signs? Let me
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Kathy Roberts • Q!ri 'own "•

Bottom line - SLOW THE HECK DOWN! Pay attention - you are not going to
get there any quicker if you kill yourself or someone else or go to jail.
23 Nov Like Reply Stiare » 4
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Tracey Nauright • Oic; ru*;) •"

Maybe we should make some signs that say THAT and put them up
around the neighborhood. I'm a graphic designer so I can handle that
part...

23 Nov Like Repiy Shaie •I
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Leilani Lucas • Ci'isir'ai Alia Mejulits •••

Veronica Jessup • JL ,/ai';;;1;:; •••

Tracey Nauright there is already a movement with signs being

I'd love one of these signs!! I live on Main Street and the speeding is
off the charts. Not just high speed but reckless. In the early mornings
people drive down the middle of the road and 'Gun it'. I've seen it

myself. Absolutely crazy.
24 Nov S..K.: ('sp;v Share W 1
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distributed soon. The link is betow '.e;.iile£Ji
1w Uke Rrply Share

^ Ingrid S. • ..one Oak
What time and day is the meeting?
23 Nov i.:l...; "<;p;y Share

David Prete • Bayes Hui ynni.gs •••

Robert Francis • i?r;

Unsafe, rude and inconsiderate drivers are all over, and I see it constantly as
an Instacart shopper and delivering groceries in Sonoma. Drivers will
constantly race and pass on the right where there's merging traffic. They're
all an accident waiting to happen. Where does it get you, a car or two ahead
and then stuck in traffic at the next light.
23 Nov '.^•- •Aj^. '.:;.:: 04

Ingrid December 7, 6:30 p.m at City Hall on School St.
23 Nov Like Rspiy Share
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Brenda Perry • Te';,ace & Shu'tteff

Good for you, Tracey, for actually doing something about this!

Danielle Green • :'!<•,..;; I l.'fih

23 No'/ Like Repiy Share

I live in Sonoma and I cannot agree more. Middle of the night you can

LoriHennigh • Ycuirtvilis •••

hear loud cars just racing down the street, which are never followed
by the sound of police vehicles. In the Sonoma county nextdoor

people complain about it all the time and the city does nothing about
it.
24 Nov Like Hep'y yh'ire <^ 1

Running stop ® signs seems to be very common nowadays. I've seen this!
•w
23 No" I.ike Reply Share
Robert Francis • rerr;ic.? ^ Shi;rt!e(t •••

Eva Bedolla • So.ith'.'.'es; ••i^i.a •••

Thanks, Tracey, for your effort in contacting a city official and your update.

Ask they need to do is just put road bumps to make engine slow down. I live

23 Nov Like Reply Share

near that intersection too and I know what you mean.
23 Nov Like K.iply Shars » 2
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fv Everyone is in a hurry, especially this time of year
22 Nov '.!;- ;;..'i;iy Sh'-re
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the surge of robberies, thefts and murders going on. So where are
our police patrols? Oh, sorry, we cut their budgets to nothing and tied
their hands. Oops!

Please come to the meeting and show your support! Also please
share with your neighbors, the more that show up the better!

23"!ov •.,\:. [.:.:-/ V,^'': » 2
Nick Vernon •

Peggy Goodman • ^::'::".^.:-,. ';..:•- •••

You know those speed indicators that tell you how fast you're going? Why
can't they rig those up with cameras to take a pic of your license plate and
send a ticket when you speed, like they have for red light runners?;
22 No" '.;: ; ,.';;;.• ;.':,,•.. V 12
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Please come to the meeting and show your support and suggest
this! Also please share with your neighbors, the more that show up
22 Nov :.';.. ;.-:,', ::^:i

NickVernon
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Please came to the meeting and show your support! Regardless of
whether it's bored kids or not, we have to at least make an effort;
Also please share with your neighbors, the more that show up the
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Sorry Nick, but paying your/ my fair share of taxes has absolutely

Joan Gladieux • ^! ',;! • •••

Michael Ware They are NOT defunding the police like Nick Vernon
said, it was/is the far right with the phrase "Defund the police." Cities
are trying to figure out that there is more mental health problems &
people with these qualifications are the people who need to be called

better!
22 Muv ;.:>•.•; ;":!i.'/ ?ii;!;'.:
Macie Askins • !,ii;

Unfortunately its not only teenage drivers.
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instead of the police!!!
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Michael I hope you wake up soon. The so called Defund movement is

^y Not at all.
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Tracey Nauright • Oki ''•;;i"f, •••

I don't think it's fair to blame the town for the kids driving like a-holes
completely. Partially, absolutely. But a majority of the people who I

see and hear speeding past my house are grown ups...
22 Nov :: ,.:-• ...-.: »*13
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Clay Street has seen an increase in fast cars since the roundabouts
22 No'.;
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nothing to do with the defunding movement. And yes, our PD as well
as many others have had their budgets already cut.
23 Nov ^'.. .: .., ;....- '• 2

TraceyNaurighl • V^i to"..
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Tripie

Does anyone know if it's on the agenda for Council meeting?

22 Nov ',i:^: •-; ;:!' .' •.: • ^•- 5
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Maureen

23 Nov

anymore. This could be only some of the causes of our crazy streets??

22 Mo'.
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Tracey Nauright,

Our town is not exactly kid friendly. A lot of teenagers have nothing to do
here. Also a lot of our youth is brought up watching these video games that
involves high speed chasing and gun violence. There is a culture of side
shows everywhere in the bay area. Freeway shooting is not even news

22 Nov '.ii. :::].:'. 31,ara

Michael The defund the police thing is pure BS! Someone said it, and
the right hijacked the statement. However those people who are
saying they don't want to pay taxes, the wealthy and corporations
are actually the ones who will be defunding the police and our
military! I'm glad to pay my fair share. Why make such baseless
claims? Has our police department been defunded? Yes crime seems
to be on the rise, Are you willing to put your money where your
mouth is? You might have to pay more taxes because the wealthy
and corporations are not paying they're fair share.
23 New .... . • . . -^-l 4

the better!
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Why are we allowing people (including some of our esteemed
government officials) pushing to defund the police? What a
ludicrous movement! This is just one of the results - not to mention

Tracey Nauright • 0;': i^..':
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made up by Wolf -^ or Fox S.X. There might be pandemic related
budget issues, but is there any evidence that our Napa Police
Department has been defunded?? I am an expert with dogs and
mushrooms, but I'm not an expert at understanding police
department budgets. Money is tight and times are hard. Show some
proof of the things u are saying. Is there an article in the paper?
24 Nov L:k . Ri.'i;lv ~,';./!i'" 4. 2
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Bryan Avila • !•;.;, L;I :AC^:I;.:"A;

Tracey Insane! We live across from Laurel Park and just got hit and
run last night. !tldjicd!
'\v: ; • ":: ^<,;)!y Shu:'^

Tracey Nauright • 0; ! T...V,!

I can imagine, so sorry! Please come to the meeting and show your
support! Also please share with your neighbors, the more that show
up the better!
22 Nov i.ik'.;J fiepiy Shai'.'

Add a reply...

NextDoor Post #2
Mawssn Triple • oi" row" •••

Tracey
Ok; •;£'^i-, • :;; ?.:.:,•

Tracey Nauright
23 Nov Uke Rpply Share
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Robin Eiiison • Oriyinsl Aita r'e^nis •••

The Crty is well aware with complaints galore. The mayor is here on ND, as
are other officials. There is a Slow Down Napa group.
http3;Ms!owclo.,v;''napa.conV Running red lights has become the norm, I see
it daily now. When your light turns green, always take a beat or two before

Calling all neighbors that are fed up with the crazy divers in our neighborhoods!
Next City Council meeting December 7 at 6:30 p.m. Let's make a statement and
show up EN MASSE to let City Council know something must be done about
these crazy drivers! Please bring everyone yoif can. We all get 3 minutes to
speak. If public speaking isn't your jam, please send me what you would say in a
DM here. I will print it out and to the City Couiicil! Either way please come!!! We
need bodies-lots of them!!!"
"os.iaci.,, General io Anyone
dijl 35 kte,3i'bors
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setting out.
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Robert Francis • 'ur'ace S S)''..rti<>" •••

Traesy Naurighl • Oid K;*n •••

Tracey, thanks reminding everyone. Wilt post a reminder a few days in
advance,too.
23 Nov l.jke Reply Share 9 4

Please come to the meeting and show your support! The squeaky

wheel... risht??? Also please share with your neighbors, the more
that show up the better!
22 Nov Lite Reply Sliare Wo 5
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IngridS. • Ions Oak •<•

Tracey Nauright Please remind everyone what day and time is the
meeting, thx
23 Nov L;!..,- —,;;•/ Sl-ar.. 403
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Lori Paisley • '^f'uuj a. 'Swvs" •"

So is this meeting in person or on Zoom? Sorry to ask if this is a silly
question but I wasn't sure. If it is "in person" the meeting is right across
from the UPS store downtown right?
28 Nov ;jk" .i.ipiy Sliaro
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As mentioned, the new norm seems to be two cars running through the red
before green light drivers can proceed. Drivers know there's no enforcement

and act accordingly. Time to send a message to Napa drivers and council
members that this b.s. has to stop. City leaders, do your job. Next City
Council meeting December 7 at 6:30 p.m. (editei-i)

Tracey Naurlght • 0!;! "i'a"^

It is in person Lori! 955 School St.
28 Nov Uk" Rep (y Share
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Francisco Valenzuela • W-sw A Shu;;iefr

^ Thank you Tracey for letting us know.
29 Nov i lie Reply Share
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Janie Hartman ' ^ Ce;ilro .^1^ *<

Tracey Nauright • 0"1 ;owi; •••

Hi Robert, do you know rf this will be discussed at the City Council
meeting? Would a mass community show up help? I would hope that

if we overflowed the room with residents affected it might make an
impact, especially (I hate to say it) people who have been hurt by this
in some way... I live on Laurel by the park and it's INSANE here.
22 No" ...,^; :v^;. :.;.,;.. •48

Enforcement of laws on books. I have seen traffic laws broken in front of a
Napa Police

29 Nyv L::'"^ f'i'.'(.'iy Share ^ 1
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Tracey Nauright • Old icw:
That is frightening, any chance you can camp out and get one on
video?
29 Nov l.:kt- Reply Share

Robert Francis • I"';.,-;-; ;. :~;:L ,;i.;'f

Tracey Yes, I do believe a mass showing would have an impact.

Marilyn Moore • Ti;i"^c" & S?liiirtfe1?'

Especially with speakers from all neighborhoods. I don't know the
agenda for the next meeting but fortunately there is a public

Janie what about that video someone posted of that car burning
rubber and doing doughnuts on her residential street?

comments time. Anyone has three minutes to speak on any matter,

6dc;ys;:igo l.'ke 1?l3?'i:' ^:'^

traffic included. My vision is to see a large turnout with as many
speakers as possible. Speaking in public can be difficult for some,
myself included, but just having a large presence can get attention. I
will post a reminder of the meeting a few days in advance. ;y<"!cdi
•!v; Like r'c'jly "!:• • W 5
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Luma Sheet • !;i!:' im'^ •••

Marilyn Moore • ;err;i^:f & Shur;;;"?

Can this be any Napa neighborhood or only in old Town?
S days ago u-." li^-iiiy Siia;"
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Tracey Naurlght • o;d T.'y;^
I think everyone who lives in an area in Napa that is affected should

December 7 at 6:30 PM. Where is the meeting held?

show up!!!!^|y^ power in numbers I hope"!
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Deborah Staats • •:.';iiT?3:.; ww •••

Tracey Nauright • Oia TO'/-)' *••

People seem to be driving crazy because there are no consequences. The
City Council can't control traffic. More officers are needed. If there is no
support for that the City Council will have little ability to improve the
increasing driving issues and crime rates we are experiencing from

It would be great if you can come, it sounds like you've got quite a bit
of information already. We need as many people as possible. Please!
24 Nov ••-. •••. ::'.:.;

decreased enforcement.
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Kathay Smith. •.;; - • ",

'* I will be there and would love to speak. I walk Fuller Park daily and live on
Laurel. Something must be done! From the light on First Street on the west
side of the freeway to the stop sign at Jefferson there is no deterrent to
slow, stop, or even use caution. These are residential streets-never designed
as thoroughfares or short cuts"
I always make eye contact with all 4 drivers at the intersection but with no
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bobbi underhill • !;;'p?:. •:'jr;^ ;.;?i:':

By the time that I left my Yuppie life in Chicago, near Oprah's, I had been run
down in crosswalks 1) by an Iraqi cabdriver in an 'Impala, 2) a guy in a
'Fleetwaod' who had fallen asleep, & 3) by somebody else who couldn't stop
on wet pavement...plus knocked off the sidewalk by 4) a nice man talking to
his passenger & 5) by a City bus. I was told that Chicago has/had an average
of 8 similar pedestrian injuries daily. I agree that over-crowding is the
primary problem. Don't dismiss the driver or hurry sickness.
23 No', !.'•; ..::..

^I will be at the City Council meeting on thee 7th. I have started working with

Antoinette Freeman • ;• ; **•
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I cannot attend as it's my dad's birthday, but if you need me to sign a petition
or something I'm happy to add my name. Good luck (safe) road warriors!

Slow Down Napa (https^'nextooor.corii/p/ZssnihGubSP-p^
ut;;'i._so'.!i'ce-.^!i.a;'ofi(ex:!';is^OD;4NDYwMg%3D%3C) and am presenting my
petition for stop signs in a Napa intersection in January at City Council. Here
is the linkto my petition: I ;t(ps;//chnci,it/iwm2 Tnivlm

And on a side note, I've noticed the times that the light stays yellow has
decreased. On some lights if you leave the line and it turns yellow, if you are
going the speed limit you can't make it to the other side before it turns red.
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Just an observation.
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I thought we were against gas leaf blowers? This week is crazy drivers?
Got it
24 Nov lik,; ^"ply Share » 1
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You can also call in and write in to have your voice heard. Directions are on
city council site. And for letters you also add READ In subject line if you want
it read aloud at meeting instead or prior to meeting. I did it during covid. I'm
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Sorry for your loss. \' would you be game to send in a letter??? ^
26 No" ' ^ : •.;^'; ii^ii
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Let me know about next council meeting. I absolutely will. In bed
trying to recharge. Exhausted. Here is some Minnesota trivia to make
you chuckle tho. Was 10 degrees in MN last night. I can't get warm!
Tracey Nauright
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Fire safety is not fond of them as it slows their response time and
"could damage their vehicles"...that said, there are other options,
such as "speed tables" you can read about them
here:hStps://;:^.:to.oiy/pi,i.!lii:;lr;^i]A':'R;i:-i-^TOet-design-cjuide/sireetdesign-eieR'e,!Ss;vsr:.;c:ai •ipL'eu'cT'itrol -slements/speed-tabie/
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Tracey Nauright • 0;.i 1^;: ••

Rose Anne Meyer •

The only way to stop speeders are speed bumps
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in MN fir a funeral but wish you the best luck! Fight the good fight! -^
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hurt and vulnerable. There has to be a solution!
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I will be there!!

one using turn signals you never are sure which way they will be going-even
if they choose to stop!
Carolyn is SO! She was 4 feet from her own sidewalk when she was hit by a
turning car who left her on the road"! She is amazing, strong, forgiving, but

Travis
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Perhaps it's time to have a discussion with the city about a "Slow Streets
Initiative" in Napa? The Napa County Bicycle Coalition attempted this at the
beginning of the pandemic when everything was closed and there was a
significant need for people to safely be outdoors. The National Association
of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) has numerous publications on
safer, more complete streets. If you're heading to the City Council to speak,
show up informed, with solutions! You can read more about Slow Streets
here: httDS:;,ltiacto.Qr4/!;;ibl;c;!;io;i/?t]l;et'.;-ro[-pai)deinic-respy!';¥
re^yery/emergirifcMieet^rat^iesfaiew.streets/
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Plenty of complaints on ND; little action to back it up. S^K'edj
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They need to see a showing of people to make a change.
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MJ True. Complaining is easy, acting on those complaints takes time
and conviction. There are some here on ND who will voice a

complaint and back it up with action. I applaud them.
So, hope to see you and many others December 7th at City hlatl at
6:30 p.m. The public comments period is usually early in the agenda
so you don't have a long wait to speak. .^Ssa
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Besides being a safety issue, this is a long overdue subject that
demands immediate attention. Is it possible to get this item on the
agenda instead of being allotted only 3 minutes to speak? ieditsd)
1\^ :,..".'.''. ':':•••::•!i: Shcir'^
Robert Francis • I'.n's'co a Si'i-:i'e:r •••

MJ I'm sure there is a process to do that. Don't know what it is. This
would put a greater emphasis on the issue, I imagine. The more tools
used, the better for a positive outcome, (edilsd)
Iw Like 'tei::-/ Share » 1
Ttacey Naurlght • Oici Tow;;
MJ F. I am looking into it!!!
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Add a reply...
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If I can reschedule a meeting for that night, I'll be there. Where are they
held?
22 Nov Like R.;aiy Share • 1
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That would be great! Please invite your neighbors! Excellent question
-1 had to google it. -^ City Hall Council Chambers located at 955
School Street
2
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Yes! We will see you there.
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Tracey Nauright • ''.'Id Town
Wonderful! Please bring your neighbors too!!!!!
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Two Direct Messages Sent to Me:
sla; !-;•-! ;i;!i '!1;28
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Hi Tracey, I can't come to the meeting but wanted to share my
experience:
My son was waiting in his car outside my home on Tamarisk
Drive one day, and a car spec! by going toward Birkdaie. He
thought to himself that someone was going to ge't hit any
minute, as the kids were walking home from Silverado Middle
School at that time. Sure enoiigh, just a coup!® minutes later,
another car sped by him and did indeed hit a kid at that
intersection. This was two years ago, but the speeding has
not stopped. Long story short, ! can aiways time my day by
the cars speeding up the street in the morning (parents taking
their kids to school around 8 am) and in the afternoon when
they zoom back down our street on the way home from
picking up their kids. This is EVERY school day. Cra2y when
the parents are so clueless and careless with the safety of
their own kids' classmates!

Thanks for your efforts,
Laura
VO.J

Started on T'/30
Susan H.. SM,[tl';aast Viii'a^

There were several reasons that a previous councii
discontinued the traffic cameras. Some time back i did

research on the cameras and was a bit alarmed by what I
found. I do not have time to relay all to you at this moment
I would rather those with concerns be addressed in a different
fashion

1) write down specific locations there are problems with
lights (people running red lights), or signage and give a copy
to city council
2) at one time, drivers training was taught in HS, can the CC
& or community members ask the school board to have
classes teach classes at the HS level again?
Can the CC !ook into having community refresher courses
(taught thru the community college and/or Parks and Rec)?
For example, how long does a motorist aliow a pedestrian to
cross the street until, the driver feels the pedestrian is safe or
until the pedestrians feet reach the opposite curb; can
pedestrians or bicyclist hear a car approach or behind them
particularly, if they are looking at a cell, have ear phones in or
the car is electric?

3) perhaps set up a fund (non-profit?), for community
members to donate for flashing crosswalk or siow
down/speed limit signs, perhaps, -A'ww.slowdownnapa.com (?)

